ProxySG TechBrief – Addressing IE Vulnerability
(CERT vu#713878)
What is the IE vulnerability referenced in CERT vu#713878 ?
A new vulnerability has been announced that affects Internet Explorer, which can compromise normal
security settings and potentially do almost anything to your PC system. Normally, scripts found on
web sites are denied the rights to issue some PC commands (like deleting files), as they are not from
a trusted source. However, scripts saved to the PC and subsequently executed from the PC are
considered trustworthy. In standard Microsoft settings "The Local Machine Zone exists on the local
computer ... is treated with a high level of trust" as discussed at the following Microsoft URL:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/workshop/security/szone/overview/overview.asp#local
This new exploit is a variant of a well-known class of exploits involving a redirect to a local resource.
There's another variant in which the Location: header URL begins with "file:" instead of with "URL:".
For example, C:\ (As in, a DOS pathname) can also be used for the exploit. For more information
see:
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/713878
and
http://seclists.org/lists/bugtraq/2003/Oct/0235.html

How does the vulnerability work?
A web server could save a piece of malicious code to your PC and then use an HTML 300 series
code to inform your IE browser that an object has moved from its previous location to the local PC.
The PC then uses the security setting of the local machine instead of the security setting of the
Internet so the malicious code can be executed and perform any tasks available to the user.

Blue Coat Solution
Using the ProxySG such vulnerabilities can be blocked. Within the ProxySG, a policy can be defined
to review all incoming response headers for location requests (Response.Header.Location). Location
strings that contain a colon but are not a recognized/supported URL format are blocked.
Note: The CPL contained in the TechBrief adds two regular expression comparisons to
all requests and thus may increase CPU utilization slightly on the ProxySG. This
policy should be used with care on proxy appliances where CPU utilization is already
high.
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Open the Blue Coat Management interface, and then select Policy and Policy Files. From the
dropdown list select Text Editor from Install Local File from and click on Install.

Next, copy and past the following policy into the text editor and click install
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<Proxy>

response.header.Location="^[-a-z]+:"

response.header.Location="^(https?|ftp|mms[ut]?|rtsp):" OK
DENY("Blocked suspicious Location header: see CERT vu#713878")

Conclusion
Using the Blue Coat ProxySG a network administrator can help close the door to Internet Explorer
Location Vulnerabilities and prevent a Web site from loading and storing code on a desktop computer
that may perform malicious activities. Policy from Blue Coat Systems provides the granular header
control needed to avert the threats posed by IE vulnerabilities.
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